Understanding Catalyst Surfaces during Catalysis through Near Ambient Pressure X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy.
Heterogeneous catalysis occurs on the surface of a catalyst particle in a gas or liquid environment of reactants. The surface of the catalyst particle acts as an active chemical agent directly participating in a chemical reaction performed at a solid-gas or solid-liquid interface. Thus, authentic surface chemistry and the structure of a catalyst particle during catalysis are key descriptors for understanding catalytic performance of this catalyst. However, identification of the authentic surface of a catalyst particle during catalysis is not a simple task. We are far from knowing the fact. Photoelectron spectroscopy is one of the main techniques for characterizing surface of a catalyst since it's a surface sensitive technique. When used to track the surface of a catalyst particle at relatively high temperature in gas phase in the torr pressure range, it is called near ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (NAP-XPS) or AP-XPS for simplicity. In the last several years, AP-XPS has been used to observe surface chemistry of catalysts of single crystals and nanoparticles of metal, metal oxide, and carbide. In this review, instrumentation of the near ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectrometers and observation of catalyst surfaces in gases phase under reaction conditions and during catalysis with AP-XPS are discussed with the following objectives: (1) to present how the surface of a catalyst particle can be characterized in gas phase, (2) to interpret how surface chemistries observed during catalysis are correlated with measured catalytic performances, (3) to demonstrate how the uncovered correlations between surface structures and catalytic performances help to understand catalytic mechanisms at a molecular level, and (4) to discuss challenges and prospects of using AP-XPS to explore the authentic surface of a catalyst under a condition near to an industrial catalytic condition. This review focuses on the application of AP-XPS to studies of catalysis and how the insights gained from AP-XPS studies can be used to achieve fundamental understanding of the catalytic mechanism at a molecular level.